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TIPTOE THROUGH THE MINE FIELD 

Introduction 

In a country where social harmony has fallen into chronic 
distrust and bloody conflict, the implementation of a 
humanitarian assistance program can be compared to a walk 
through a field, seeded with mines. 

On 7 th April, a field team, departing the newly commissioned 
UN/Office in Herat city, headed northwards for the areas of 
Herat and Badghis Provinces affected by a wide spread, and 
acute, shortage of essential food items. 

The main objective of the mission was to establish a range of 
implementing partnerships with local administration groups, 
and then initiate a series of assistance projects designed to 
alleviate some of the many problems affecting these war 
isolated, food deficit, areas. 

As this report details, the mission achieved a high level of 
project output. A primary reason for this success was the 
mission's ability to travel freely and without armed escort 
between the, actively warring, zones of differing military 
control. 

Repeatedly, the mission vehicles travelled from zones 
controlled by Government/Militia forces into Mujahideen 
control zones and back again, without hindrance from either 
side. 

On 3rd May 1 90, after a 1,300 km, twenty seven day, journey 
that took the team as far north as Bala Morghab, Badghis, the 
mission drove back into Herat city. 

This paper reports on this mission, and on the activities of 
the UN/Office, Herat, to initiate field projects in north 
western Afghanistan. 

John Tacon, UNOCA/Kabul. 

5 June 1990 
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The Travel Objective 

Earlier field surveys by the Swedish Committee and United 
Nations had identified that considerable areas affected by 
acute to chronic shortages of wheat and other essential 
foodstuffs, cover much of Badghis and northern Herat. 

The mission's travel objective was to reach the worst of 
these food deficit areas, and in particular, to study these 
areas' traditional distribution centers, the bazaars. 

Mode of Travel 

Twelve years of maintenance neglect and occasional military 
attack have rendered the former roads of Badghis Province 
impassable or, at best, passable only to trucks with the 
power and ground clearance necessary to force their way over 
the endless obstacles. 

In December 1 89, a mission to Badghis had found that the 
standard UN field vehicle, the Land Cruiser, was incapable of 
travelling over many sections of the roads in this province. 

For reliable field mobility another type of vehicle was 
urgently needed if projects were to be implemented. 

In late March, the Afghan Government, on urgent request, 
loaned the UN/Office Herat two " Gaz 66 " military patrol 
vehicles, pending the arrival of similar stock from the 
Soviet contribution. 

By 4 April, the two vehicles had been equipped with long 
range fuel tanks, tool and spare parts kits, and painted up 
in high profile "UN" colours. 

The Route 

Travelling in tandem for security reasons, the mission 
vehicles drove the following route: 

Departing from Herat city northwards, to: 

* Kushk District 

Rabat Sangi (H/04), to Chel Dukhtar, to Torghundi (H/06), to 
Chel Dukhtar, to; 

* Kushk-i-Kohnar District 

Along the Soviet/Afghan border route, to; 
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* Qala-i-Now District 

Jafari, to Sangi Atesh (B/06), to Jafari, to Cheshma Dozak 
(B/07), to Qala-i-Now (B/05), to: 

* Qadis District 

Gharchagai (B/13), to Langar (B/01), to Gulchin (B/02), to: 

* Jawand District 

Guzestan, to: 

* Qadis District 

Khair Khana (B/04), to Gulchin, to Langar, to Gharchagai, to: 

* Qala-i-Now District 

Qala-i-Now, to: 

* Qadis District 

Muqur, to Darra-i-Bum (B/03), to Louki Surhk, to: 

* Morghab District 

Puli Kohnar, to: 

* Qala-i-Now District 

Sangi Atesh, to: 

* Morghab District 

Tulachi (B/11) , to Bazartu, to Mangan (B/09) , to Pasab (B/10) 
to Buzbai (B/08), to Pasab, to Buzbai, to Puli Kohnar, to: 

* Qadis District 

Louki Surkh, to Darra-i-Bum, to Muqur, to: 

* Qala-i-Now District 

Qala-i-Now, to Cheshma Dozak, to Jafari, to: 

* Kushk-i-Kohnar District 

Along the Soviet/Afghan desert border route, to: 

* Kushk District 

Chel Dukhtar, to Torghundi, to Rabat Sangi, to: 
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* Herat District 

Herat city (UN/Office), to: 

* Karrukh District 

Karrukh (H/01), to Masjid Chobi, to Badamtu (H/02), to 
Karrukh, to: 

* Herat District 

Herat city, and the end of mission. 

Before and during the mission, all parties were well 
informed, directly or via the effective grape vine, of the 
mission's objectives and its intended movements. 

However, formal "travel permission", if such a thing could 
really be granted, was never requested nor received from any 
party. 

Route Map & Project Base Sites 

See, map sheet enclosed. 

The Team 

The mission was composed of a five man team - three project 
staff and two drivers. The project staff members were: 

Eng Farid, Project Officer, UNOCA; John Tacon, Field 
Officer, UNOCA; and Ahmad Shah, Field Officer, UNOCA. 

The Mission Objectives 

The main objectives of the mission were to: 

1. Initiate the implementation of two food supply projects, 
in the food deficit areas, and; 

2. Monitor the implementation of the, already initiated, 
insecticide delivery project, in the locust affected 
areas. 
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The Program Activities 

1. Food Supply Program 

/ ·, 
In late March, the ~ offices of WFP and UNOCA, Kabul, 
approved the initiation of two food supply strategies both 
objectively "self targeting" towards the food deficit 
families of the region. The selected project strategies 
were: 

a. Food for Work 

By providing work opportunities, payable in food, this 
project strategy is designed to provide limited rations of 
"free food" to especially needy families, and, at the same 
time, to rehabilitate community benefiting assets. 

b. Private Sector Support 

By releasing essential foodstuffs to the private sector of 
the deficit areas, this project strategy is designed to 
increase the supply of "commercially available food" 
substantially , and, at the same time, to reduce the cost of 
these foodstuffs to a price similar to that in the food 
surplus areas. 

The mission established implementing partnerships with a 
total of 14 local administration groups, or shuras, and 
together with these shuras, initiated: 

* A total of 13 "Food for Work" projects, and; 

* A total of 10 "Private Sector Support" projects. 

Note: 

Full details of these projects are available from the 
UN/Office, Herat. 

2. Insect Control Program 

By February '90, the offices of FAO and UNOCA, Kabul, had 
formulated a program strategy to assist the farmers of the 
northern provinces to combat region wide infestations of: 

a. Locusts, and; 

b. Sunnpests. 
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a. The Locust Project 

By March 1 90, the UN/Office Herat had begun implementation of 
the "BHC Delivery Project", a project designed to control the 
locust problem. 

The objective of the project was to delivery sufficient 
quantities of "BHC" insecticide, from Herat city, to some 15 
project "distribution sites", all located close to the locust 
hatching areas of the region. 

If sufficient insecticide could be delivered to these target 
sites, before locust hatching, the farmers would be able to 
collect this, traditional, chemical and mount an effective 
locust control program during May 1 90. 

In early April '90, travelling through the heart of the 
locust hatching region, the mission monitored that the 150 MT 
of the "1st BHC Delivery" had not only reached the correct 
distribution sites, but had arrived in advance of the locust 
hatching. 

Having confirmed the effective implementation of this initial 
delivery, the mission directed, by radio, the transportation 
of another three BHC Deliveries from Herat city. 

b. The Sunnpest Project 

Field activities to control the region's sunnpest 
infestations have only recently been initiated. As 
these activities can not be covered by this report. 
section "Problems", for details. 
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Output to Date 

1. Food Supply Program 

During May, the first month of project activity, a total of 
1,090 MT of wheat were delivered to 14 project base sites in 
food deficit areas of Herat and Badghis Province. 

This total wheat delivery was distributed to beneficiaries 
through a combination of: 

a. Food for Work projects, 490 MT, and; 

b. Private Sector Support projects, 600 MT. 

2. Insect Control Program 

a. The Locust Project 

To date, a total of 370 MT of the locust control insecticide, 
BHC, have been successfully delivered to a total of 15 
project distribution sites, in the provinces of Herat and 
Badghis. 

b. The Sunnpest Project 

To date, a project for the control of the sunnpest 
infestations has not been implemented, due to factors 
detailed in section "Problems" of this report. 

Output Summary 

The following four sheets, summarize the output of these two 
programs: 
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Summary Sheet - 1 

Food Supply Program Summary - NW Region 

PB PROJECT BASE 

No. NAME 

B01 LAN GAR 

B02 GULCH IN 

B03 DARRA-I-BUM 

B04 KHAIR KHANA 

B05 QALA-I-NOW 

B06 SANG! ATESH 

B07 CHESHMA DOZAK 

BOB BUZBAI 

B09 MANGAN 

B10 PASAB 

B11 TULACHI 

H01 KARRUKH 

H02 BADAMTU 

H03 KUSHK-I-KOHNAR 

PAGE TOTALS: 14 

Project Base Code 

B ••••••••••• 
H 

Note: 

I 
DISTRICT 

QADIS 

QADIS 

QADIS 

QADIS 

QALA-I-NOW 

QALA-I-NOW 

QALA-I-NOW 

MORGHAB 

MORGHAB 

MORGHAB 

MORGHAB 

KARRUKH 

KARRUKH 

KUSHK-I-KOHNAR 

I 5 DISTRICTS 

Province 

Badghis 
Her at 

I 

II 

POLITICAL STATUS 

MUJAHIDEEN 

MUJAHIDEEN 

MUJAHIDEEN 

MUJAHIDEEN 

GOVERNMENT 

MUJAHIDEEN 

GOVERNMENT 

MUJAHIDEEN 

MUJAHIDEEN 

MUJAHIDEEN 

MUJAHIDEEN 

GOVT/MUJ 

MUJAHIDEEN 

MUJAHIDEEN 

BOTH GROUPS 

Project Code 

FFW 
PS 

PROJECT TYPE 

FFW PS 

YES YES 

YES YES 

YES YES 

YES YES 

--- YES 

YES YES 

YES ---

YES YES 

YES YES 

--- YES 

YES ---

YES ---

YES ---

--- YES 

I 11 10 -

Type 

Food for Work 
Private Sector 

During this initial mission, the district centers Qadis and Morghab 
were not visited because of security concerns, and the district centers 
Jawand and Gormach were not visited because of road access problems. 

In June, a second mission to this province will, again, try to visit 
these problematic sites. 
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Summary Sheet - 2 

Food for Work Projects - NW Region 

PROJECT BASE/DISTRICT 

~ 
PROJECT No. & WHEAT SUPPLY (MT) 

IMPLEMENTING GROUP/CHIEF 1 ADVANCE 2 ADVANCE . 
LANGAR/QADIS ~ 30.8 15.0 
AHUNZADA ABDUL RASHID 

GULCHIN/QADIS ~ 26.4 15.0 
MULLAWI ABDUL RAHIM 

I DARRA-I-BUM/QADIS I~ 33.0 15.0 
GUL AGA 

KHAIR KHANA/QADIS ~ 66.0 30.0 
MULLAH ABDUL REHMAN HAKANI 

QALA-I-NOW/QALA-I-NOW ~ NIL NIL 
MULLAHWI MOHD AZIM 

SANG! ATESH/QALA-I-NOW ~ 33.0 15.0 
MULLAH ZIAULLHAQ 

CHESHMA DOZAK/QALA-I-NOW ~ 33.0 15.0 
HAJI AZIZ 

BUZBAI/MORGHAB ~ 66.0 30.0 
MULLAH HUSSAIN 

MANGAN/MORGHAB I~ 55.0 30.0 
AZIZBAI 

PASAB/MORGHAB IEJ NIL NIL 
WAKIL JILANI 

TULACHI/MORGHAB IEJ 77.0 30.0 
MOHD RASOOL 

KARRUKH/KARRUKH I~ 37.1 15.0 
ABARB KARIM 

BADAMTUJKARRUKH I~ 33.0 15.0 
HAJI WAZIR 

TOTALS: IGJ 490.3 225.0 
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Private Sector Support Projects - NW Region 
Summary Sheet - 3 

PROJECT BASE/DISTRICT 

~ 
PS/WHEAT ORDERS - MT 

SHURA CHIEF 1 2 3 4 0 

LANGAR/QADIS IPS/01/A I 50 
AHUNZADA ABDUL RASHID 

GULCHIN/QADIS IPS/02/A I 50 
MULLAWI ABDUL RAHIM 

I 
DARRA-I-BUM/QADIS IIPS/04/A I 50 
GUL AGA 

KHAIR KHANA/QADIS EJ 50 
MULLAH ABDUL REHMAN HAKANI 

QALA-1-NOW/QALA-I-NOW IPS/03/A I 100 
MULLAHWI MOHD AZIM 

SANG! ATESH/QALA-I-NOW IPS/05/A I 150 
MULLAH Z IAULLHAQ 

BUZBAI/MORGHAB IPS/06/A I 50 
MULLAH HUSSAIN 

I MANGAN/MORGHAB IIPS/08/A I 50 
AZIZBAI 

I PASAB/MORGHAB IIPS/09/A I 50 
WAKIL JILANI 

KUSHK-I-KOHNAR/SAME IPS/10/A I 
ABDUL WALl SPIN 

I ID 
I ID 
I ID 
I ID 
I TOTALS: IGJ 600 
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Summary Sheet - 4 
BHC Delivery Project - NW Region 

ld PROJECT BASE/DISTRICT I BHC DELIVERIES I~ SHURA CHIEF I 1st II 2nd II 3rd II 4th I MT 0 

Ell LAMAN/QALA-I-NOW lc::JDDDI 10 
DOS MOHD 

IB/131 GHARCHAGAI/QADIS DDDDI 5 
KHAN MOHD 

IB/011 GULCHIN/QADIS c:JDc::JDI 65 
MULLAWI ABDUL RAHIM 

IB/031 DARRA-I-BUM/QADIS c::JDDDI 30 
GUL AGA 

IB/041 KHAIR KHANA/QADIS c::JDDDI 40 
ABDUL REHMAN HAKANI B QALA-I-NOW/QALA-I-NOW DDc::JDI 20 
PPDJMUSA HAJUM E::J SANG! ATESH/QALA-I-NOW DDDDI 5 

MULLAH Z IAULLHAQ 

E:JI MANGAN/MORGHAB IDDc::JDI 10 
AZIZBAI 

IB/111 TULACHI/MORGHAB DDc::JDI 15 
MOHD RASOOL 

E:JI QADIS/QADIS I DODD I 5 
PPD/ 

IH/031 KUSHK-I-KOHNAR/SAME Dc::JDDI 20 
MIR HAMZA 

E:JI RABAT SANGI/KUSHK IDc::JDc:JI 70 
PPD/ 

EJI QARABAGH/GULRAN IDc::JDDI 20 
PPD/ 

IB/011 LANGAR/QADIS DDDDI 5 
MULLAWI ABDUL RASHID 

E::JI TORGHUNDI/KUSHK IDDDc:JI 50 
PPD/ 

TOTAL: DELIVERY SITES 15 EJ88Gc:J 
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Impact 

To date, it is too early to fully evaluate the implementation 
and impact of the two programs. However, an estimate of 
current impact is as follows: 

1. Food Supply Program 

a. Food for Work Projects 

These projects schemes have, to date, contracted the 
rehabilitation of over 350 km of commercial access roads 
within the food deficit areas of the region. 

The impact of these initial work schemes has been to provide 
over 70,000 manjdays of project employment, which will supply 
an estimated 2,300 "especially needy" families with some 
200 kg of additional "free" wheat, during the month of May. 

b. Private Sector Support Projects 

These projects schemes have, to date, supplied an additional 
600 MT of wheat to the bazaars of food deficit areas, and 
have substantially reduced the cost of commercially available 
wheat in these, traditional, food distribution centers. 

The impact of these initial bazaar deliveries, has been to 
substantially increase the availability of wheat in food 
deficit areas, and, at the same time to reduce procurement 
costs by more than 50%. 

The beneficiaries of "more wheat for less paisa", at an 
average of receipt of 50/kg per family, is estimated at 
12,000 families during the month of May '90. 

2. Insect Control Program 

a. The Locust Project 

The insecticide delivery schemes of this project have 
successfully transported a total of 370 MT of BHC to a total 
of 15 project distribution sites, located close to the main 
locust hatching areas of the region. 

The beneficiaries of these deliveries, at an average receipt 
of 125/kg per family, is estimated at 2,950 families. These 
families will have received sufficient insecticide to control 
most of the locust emergences of 1990. 
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b. The Sunnpest Project 

Due the problems encountered in implementing this project, 
the impact to date has been, nil. However, as project 
supplies are now arriving in Herat city, it is hoped that 
some impact will be achieved before the end of June '90. 

The Problems 

1. Food Supply Program 

a. Food for Work Projects 

Though the implementation and impact of the current Food for 
Work projects have been effective, all further project 
activities have been suspended due to a lack of funding. 

From June onwards, the UN/Office Herat will not initiate any 
further work schemes. This is because the funds necessary to 
deliver the "food rations" from the border to the project 
sites, are no longer available. Difficult as this situation 
is to explain to the potential beneficiaries, further schemes 
have been suspended. 

In addition to stopping dead a project that has taken a 
considerable amount of effort and time to get moving, this 
shortfall in funding has, one month before harvest, occurred 
at the "peak of demand" for "food aid assistance" in the 
wheat deficit areas. 

over the next few months, thousands of food deficit families 
that would have benefitted from "food aid rations", supplied 
through these work schemes, will now go hungry or migrate 
from the region. 

b. Private Sector Supply Project 

Unlike the former project, this project is not so much 
affected by the lack of transportation funds, because under 
this strategy the implementing group is liable for the cost 
of transporting the food from the UN warehouse, at the 
border, to the distributing bazaar. 

In turn, the funds to cover this internal transportation cost 
are generated by project implementing group through the 
distribution strategy, market retailing. 

However, this project is dependent on a moderate amount of 
"seed" money to initiate field activities. 
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Before initiation of the project, the potential problems 
of implementation were identified to be: 

a. The vulnerability of food shipments to theft by 
professional bandits, posing as Mujahideen, and; 

b. The need for the implementing groups to deposit large 
sums of cash in deposit accounts of a bank in Herat city. 

However, of the two potential problems only the first, road 
security, has become a reality, to date. Read the "Road 
Security" section. 

2. Insect Control Program 

a. The Locust Project 

The problems affecting the implementation of this project 
have been mainly logistical in nature. 

Truck access into the province of Badghis, the heart of the 
locust problem, is restricted to two roads that both, in the 
winter and spring months, constitute a major obstacle course 
for even the most powerful of vehicles. 

As the project was only initiated in February, there was no 
alternative for the project but to attempt to move all the 
required insecticide during the problematic spring period. 

Accompanied by a local UN field officer, the initial 
delivery, a ten truck convoy of 150 MT, took over three weeks 
of hard driving (mainly digging) to reach its various 
destinations. 

Only the determination of the UN/Staff and the private 
trucking company saved a project that was dependent on 
getting a large amount of insecticide, to a large number of 
distribution sites, over a short period of time. 

b. The Sunnpest Project 

During the formulation of this project strategy in early 
1990, the Government of Afghanistan agreed to supply the UN 
with all the necessary control materials, both insecticide 
and sprayers, from their national stockpile of these 
materials. 

As both time to implement, and cash to fund, this project 
were short, the offer was well accepted by the UN/Office, 
Kabul. A project dependent upon receiving these control 
materials from the Government, as with the locust project, 
was prepared. 
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However during the initial implementation of the project in 
March 1 90, it was found that the stock of the sunnpest 
insecticide, chlorophos, had been badly stored and had 
deteriorated beyond use. 

Though the project had only required some 30,000 kg of the 
chemical, not one kilogram of the Governments stock of 
200,000 kg could be salvaged. The project was in need of an 
urgent source of replacement insecticide. 

A plan to rescue the project's objectives was rapidly 
initiated by FAO, Kabul. At the time of writing, replacement 
stocks of insecticide and appropriate sprayers are on route 
to the field. Additionally, a UN field team, expert in 
sunnpest control, have arrive to utilize the control 
materials to implement a demonstration and training project 
in the affected areas. 

The next regional report will detail the activities of this 
revived project. 

3. Food Distribution Strategies 

By March 1 90, the UN's initial food distributions in the 
North West were producing serious jealousies between the 
myriad of political groups vying for power in this region. 

In addition to the strategy being poorly formulated, the main 
reason for these early distribution problems was that neither 
the project targeting nor beneficiary selection criteria were 
objective, in the eyes of many Afghans, both recipient and 
non-recipient alike. 

"If the UN thinks it can give away food to one Afghan group 
that says it is hungry" warned one tribal chief "then they 
better have enough food to feed the whole country". 

By early March, tribal representatives from the affected 
areas began arriving at the newly established UN/Office in 
Herat city, complaining that the UN wheat deliveries of 
January and February had been misdirected, and even sold, by 
the implementing groups. 

When the UN/Office Termez, against the advice of the 
UN/Office Herat, decided to make such deliveries into Morghab 
District from across a convenient Soviet/Afghan border point 
(35), the Mujahideen stopped the convoy, and the project, by 
mining the crossing point. 

"If this misguided project is ever restarted, we will not 
mine but rocket the next convoy" the mission was assured by 
Mullah Abdul Rehman Hakani, perhaps the district's most 
powerful commander. 
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4. Road Security 

The single biggest problem affecting assistance programs in 
this region, if not country, is the lack of road security 
with respect to transit cargo. 

The cause of these security problems are not groups of down 
and out bandits but, typically, well organized, wealthy, and 
heavily armed Mujahideen groups who inform the mission that 
they are merely "collecting taxes for the maintenance of road 
security". 

When the private sector truck drivers, on occasion have 
refused to pay the demanded sum, calculated to no known 
formula, at gun point their bodies have been beaten and their 
trucks broken. 

To stay healthy and in business, the truckers say they have 
learned to simply pay-up, and then pass the cost of these 
"taxes" onto the consumers at the end of the road. 

In April 1 90, each single truck driving from Herat city to 
Qala-i-Now via the Subzak Pass had to pay a minimum of 
Afs 350,000 in taxes to reach its destination. The worst of 
this route's 15 odd offenders is the charming, Hekmatyer 
Commander, Abarb Karim, of Karrukh. 

Alone, this man was monitored by the mission to be taking a 
minimum of Afs 120,000 from each truck. 

When questioned after tea about this addictive little habit, 
the Abarb merely laughed and took the mission up to a point 
in the road were, still smiling, he exclaimed "and this is 
where I will take money from the UN shipments to Badghis". 

A similar situation has developed along the only other access 
route into the province of Badghis, the Chel Dukhtar route 
along the Soviet/Afghan border. Here the worst of some 5 odd 
offenders is the similarly charming, NIFA Commander, Mir 
Hamza, of Kushk-i-Kohnar. 

Reportedly, his posts are taking a minimum of Afs 40,000 per 
truck. 

This daylight robbery is estimated to be adding a staggering 
Afs 30 to the cost of every kilogram of food delivered into 
Badghis from Herat city. 
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Recommendations 

1. Food Supply Program 

a. Food Distribution Strategies 

Food, in a time of war, is a strategic commodity. As such, 
for an assistance program to remain neutral, the supply of 
food must be through project schemes that select, on clearly 
objective criteria, both: 

* the distribution implementing partners, and; 

* the distribution beneficiaries. 

Project schemes that are based on the subjective selection of 
the "especially needy", from amid the thousands of hungry, 
should not be contemplated in the current environment. 

b. Food for Work Projects 

Rather than the suspension of the Food for Work project 
schemes, it is recommended that these work schemes be rapidly 
and greatly expanded. 

Important, community benefitting, work schemes would be: 

* the rehabilitation, with the aid of hand tools, motorized 
rock drills, and dynamite, of the section of commercial 
road running from Gulchin to Jawand; 

* the construction, from local materials, of bulk storage 
facilities of about 15 x 30 x 6 meters, in each of the 
region's rural bazaars, and; 

* the construction, from local materials, of village 
schools and medical clinics. 

c. Private Sector Supply Projects 

The success of these initial schemes in assisting the needy 
to "help themselves" should be recognized, and the strategy 
utilized to supply a much wider range of essential 
commodities. 
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An example of essential commodities, whose distribution would 
suit this strategy, would include: 

* Sugar, some 5,000 MT of which could be utilized over the 
next 6 months; 

* Edible oil, some 5,000 MT of which could be utilized over 
the next 6 months; 

* Chemical fertilizers, some 20,000 MT of which could be 
utilized over the next 6 months, and; 

* Tractors, some 200 units of which could be utilized over 
the next 6 months. 

Since the initiation of the project, the addition of each of 
these items has been specifically requested by the project's 
local implementing groups. 

Note: 

With a small stock of sugar, 500 MT, the UN/Office Herat will 
extend the range of private sector project commodities from 
only wheat in May 1 90, to wheat and sugar during June '90. 

2. Insect Control Program 

a. Locusts 

For the benefit of the 1991 locust control project, it is 
recommended that some 200 MT of BHC be pre-positioned in 
central Badghis, during the dry summer months of this year. 

The most suitable place to store this "advance" stock of 
insecticide would be the town of Qala-i-Now. Safe, 
accountable, storage could be arrange by contract through the 
private transport company "Nariman", whose head office is 
also located in Qala-i-Now. 

b. Sunnpests 

Similarly, for the benefit of the 1991 sunnpest control 
project, it is recommended that a stock (quantities yet to be 
determined) of insecticide and sprayers, be pre-positioned in 
central Badghis, during the dry summer months of this year. 

Again, it is believed that the most suitable place to store 
this "advance" stock of control material would be the town of 
Qala-i-Now. Safe, accountable, storage could be arrange by 
contract through the private transport company "Nariman". 
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3. Project Implementing Staff 

To achieve the modest activities of the current programs, the 
program staff have work 12 hours a day, and 7 days a week, 
during the last ten weeks. This exhausting level of project 
commitment cannot be maintained. 

If the current programs are to be continued, monitored, and 
expanded, more United Nations field staff are urgently 
required. 

Additionally, if the implementation of the current programs 
is to be improved, the support of experienced 
Non-Governmental Groups (NGO), such as are based in Pakistan, 
is urgently required in the field. 

For reasons of access to project supplies, suitable NGO 
implementing "base stations" would be the towns of Herat and 
Qala-i-Now, and, possibly, the towns of Farrah and 
Chaghcharan. 

The present political environment is no place for novice 
"adventurers". It is highly recommended that all field 
teams, UN and NGO, are headed by Afghanistan experienced 
personnel. 

4. Program Funding 

Perhaps the most serious problem facing the continued 
implementation of the current programs is the chronic 
shortage of operational funds. 

Of critical concern is the lack of funds necessary to 
transport wheat from the Soviet/Afghan border to the project 
sites, situated in areas of the region facing acute to 
chronic shortages of wheat. 

This report appeals for urgent financial support. Already 
the programs Food for Work project activities have been 
suspended. If funds fail to appear soon, the whole program 
will simply grind to a halt. This will be in spite of stocks 
of donor wheat sitting idle on the border. 
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Annexes 

1. Food Supply Program 

To gauged the severity of regional food "supply and demand" 
shortfalls, the mission compared the cost of essential 
foodstuffs in the bazaar(s) of an area, to the commodity cost 
in a, known, surplus area. 

In the bazaar of Herat city, a relatively surplus area, wheat 
stocks were retailing at around Afs 90/kg, during April. The 
following table shows the cost of wheat in a sample of other 
regional bazaars, during the same month: 

Political Wheat Cost 
Bazaar/District Province Status Afsjkg 
--------------- -------- --------- ----------
Rabat SangijKushk Her at GovtjMilitia 110 

Qarabagh/Gulran Her at GovtjMilitia 110 

Kushk-i-KohnarjSame Her at Mujahideen 125 

Sangi AteshjQala-i-Now Badghis Mujahideen 170 

Qala-i-NowjSame Badghis GovtjMilitia 180 

Darra-i-BumjQadis Badghis Mujahideen 220 

GulchinjQadis Badghis Mujahideen 225 

BuzbaijMorghab Badghis Mujahideen 230 

ManganjMorghab Badghis Mujahideen 230 

JawandjSame Badghis MilitiajMuj NO STOCK 

Gormach/Same Badghis Mujahideen NO STOCK 

The transportation charges from Herat city, the principal 
source of the region's commercial food stocks, to the above 
bazaars ranges from: 

* Rabat Sangi at Afs 10/kg, to; 

* Mangan at Afs 70/kg; 

* with a provincial average of around Afs 50/kg. 
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Note: 

Imported stocks of commercial wheat are not available in 
commercial quantities in the bazaars of Jawand nor Gormach, 
because: 

* The road to Jawand bazaar was destroyed ten years ago, 50 
km outside the bazaar, by the Mujahideen in an attempt to 
keep Government tanks out of the district. The tactic, 
employed in the days before the arrival of the armour 
piercing grenade, kept the tanks out but also every 
commercial truck. 

* The road to Gormach bazaar was blocked 2 years ago, just 
before Bala Morghab, by the Mujahideen in an attempt to 
stop the Government from supplying Bala Morghab. As the 
Government still controls Bala Morghab, the tactic seems 
to have failed. The tactic has however succeeded in 
depriving the whole of Gormach District, fully controlled 
by the Mujahideen, of vital commercial goods from Herat 
city. 

As such there are no current trucking rates from Herat city 
to these two bazaars. 

2. Road Security 

In early April, the mission found that the security situation 
on the main commercial access road into the province of 
Badghis had deteriorated into a complete blockade. 

Three months earlier, the greed of the two Mujahideen groups 
controlling the Chel Dukhtar to Jafari section of this 
Soviet/Afghan border route had reached a high point. 

In two separate incidences, rather than robbing their usual 
"taxes" from the trucks running this vital supply route, both 
groups stole, not cash, but a complete cargo and truck. 

The private truckers were outraged. Each truck had a 
replacement value of Afs 6 million and the each cargo of 
mixed goods, a value in excess of Afs 300,000. 

To prevent a recurrence, a third player, the powerful Militia 
Commander of Chel Dukhtar, Dastigir, entered the field and 
declared that he would not permit any further passage of 
vehicles until the two Mujahideen Commander could promise not 
to repeat these incidences. 
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When the mission vehicles entered Chel Dukhtar on 8 April, on 
trucks had travelled this route since January. A total of 65 
trucks stood idle awaiting a solution. Fully laden with food 
and other essential commodities, their destinations were the 
bazaars of Badghis. 

If the route remained blocked, there would be no economical 
way to get supplies of wheat to the deficit areas of Badghis. 
Against warnings of high risk, the mission vehicles became 
the first trucks to travel the blockade route since the 
beginning of the dispute. 

The objective was to find a way to re-open the route. For 
this to be possible, the mission would have to meet the 
robbers, and get a better understanding of the reason behind 
their excessive indulgences. 

By the end of the mission, extensive discussions had taken 
place between the two villains, Adbul Spin of Kushk-i-Kohnar 
and Laywanai of Qoulu Uzkek. It transpired that the two 
neighbors were, typically to the region, the deadliest of 
enemies. 

However the mission was able to get the individual agreement 
of both Commanders that they would not stop or rob (but for 
taxes) any further vehicles. 

To validate this agreement, and to get the trucks rolling, 
one further meeting needed negotiating. 

On the 5 May 1 90, the two Mujahideen Commanders, Dastigir, 
and the Presidents of the affected transport companies sat 
down to a UN monitored meeting, and talked their way through 
to an understanding that re-opened the road. 

Since that date, private sector trucks have delivered the 
800 MT of obstructed goods and a further 1,000 MT of UN/Wheat 
to Badghis via the Chel Dukhtar route. 

*** 

PS. Photos covering some aspects of this mission are 
available from the UNOCA, Kabul. 
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